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Hallway furniture programme SHINO
wooden application & glass top 



Like the living and dining room series SHINO the corresponding hallway furniture programme is a harmonic 
combination of glass fronts and warm wood tones. The posh impression turns your entry hall into something 
very special. Combine your dream wardrobe with the different single elements. SHINO models offer a huge 
variety of combinations.

SHINO SHINOSHINO

QUALITY FEATURES TECHNICAL DETAILS AT A GLANCE

SHINO

elegant chrome metal feet functional clothes rail incl. additional 
hooks on the front, double hooks on 
the panel

extendable clothes rail mirror with stylish glass shelf

dampened doors drawers with 
self-closing mechanism

high-quality 
metal handles

height-adjustable 
shelves

- metal handles with chrome look
- drawers on special runners, dampened self-closing mechanism 
   and filt insert
- dampened doors
- dampened flap
- fronts with glass application
- chrome metal hooks and rails
- extendable clothes rail
- optional seat cushion
- ABS edge
- scratch-resistant by melamine coating
- various colour and combination options

natural oak - white glass
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SHINO

W/H/D
49,9/44,4/37,8 cm

W/H/D
69,9/195/37,8 cm

MODELS AND TECHNICAL DATA

Shoe bench 
2401

96

6

W/H/D
49/5/37 cm

Seat cushion 9805 
suitable for 2401 

W/H/D
89,9/44,4/37,8 cm

Shoe bench 
2400

W/H/D
89/5/37 cm

Seat cushion 9804 
suitable for 2400

W/H/D
49,6/109/37,8 cm

Shoe cabinet
2403

W/H/D
89,9/111,2/37,8 cm

Shoe cabinet 
2402

W/H/D
89,9/65,4/37,8 cm

Wall cabinet 
2405

W/H/D
34,5/2,5/2,5 cm

Key rack
9810

4

W/H/D
49,9/66/15,4 cm

Mirror 
2414

W/H/D
89,9/66/15,4 cm

Mirror 
2415

Wardrobe
2407

at least 

612

All wood decors are replicas. All dimensions approx. W/H/D in cm.

Colour combinations

2406 natural oak - glass walnut matt  2468 natural oak - white glass
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W/H/D
49,9/184/23 cm

Coat rack panel
2409

W/H/D
89,9/184/23 cm

Coat rack panel
2410

W/H/D
49,9/195/27,7 cm

Coat rack panel 
2411

at least

at least at least at least

Hallway furniture programme SHINO
glass front & wood top 

Seat Cushion 

ST15 fabric light grey

at least



Like the living and dining room series SHINO the corresponding hallway furniture programme is a harmonic 
combination of glass fronts and warm wood tones. The posh impression turns your entry hall into 
something very special. Combine your dream wardrobe from the different single elements. SHINO models 
offer a huge variety of combinations.

SHINO SHINOSHINO

QUALITY FEATURES TECHNICAL DETAILS AT A GLANCE

SHINO

height-adjustable shelves dampened flap

natural oak - glass walnut matt

dampened doors drawers with 
self-closing mechanism

high-quality 
metal handles

height-adjustable 
shelves Wooden top panel 28 mmmirror with stylish glass shelf
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- metal handles with chrome look
- drawers on special runners, dampened self-closing mechanism 
   and filt insert
- dampened doors
- dampened flap
- fronts with glass application
- chrome metal hooks and rails
- extendable clothes rail
- optional seat cushion
- ABS edge
- scratch-resistant by melamine coating
- various colour and combination options
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SHINO

W/H/D
49,9/44,4/37,8 cm

W/H/D
70/197,2/38 cm

MODELS AND TECHNICAL DATA

Shoe bench 
2401

96

6

W/H/D
49/5/37 cm

Seat cushion 9805 
suitable for 2401 

W/H/D
89,9/44,4/37,8 cm

Shoe bench 
2400

W/H/D
89/5/37 cm

Seat cushion 9804 
suitable for 2400

W/H/D
49,6/111,2/37,8 cm

Shoe cabinet
2423

W/H/D
90/111,2/38 cm

Shoe cabinet 
2422

W/H/D
89,9/67,6/37,8 cm

Wall cabinet 
2425

W/H/D
34,5/2,5/2,5 cm

Key rack
9810

4

W/H/D
49,9/66/15,4 cm

Mirror 
2414

W/H/D
89,9/66/15,4 cm

Mirror 
2415

Wardrobe 
2427

at least

612

All wood decors are replicas. All dimensions approx. W/H/D in cm.

Colour combinations

2406 natural oak - glass walnut matt 2468 natural oak - white glass

W/H/D
49,9/184/23 cm

Coat rack panel
2429

W/H/D
89,9/184/23 cm

Coat rack panel
2430

W/H/D
49,9/195/27,7 cm

Coat rack panel
2411

at least

at least at least at least

Seat cushion 

ST15 fabric light grey

at least




